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Sarah Wilkinson

CEO

You’ll have an opportunity to change the world for the better every day of your 

working life. However demanding the work and however long the day, you will 

start and end it with your head held high. When you’re assessing who to work for, 

these are the things that really count.

We know that the first few years of your working life are precious. It’s the time 

when you learn how to apply all your academic knowledge to the messy real world. 

It’s the time when you discover how much you need your team to be a successful 

individual. It’s the time when you start to understand just how much you are 

capable of and the huge impact that you can have. We are committed to making 

these first couple of years richly rewarding and educational, in every sense.

NHS Digital is an organisation dedicated 
to delivering superb digital, data and 
technology services to the most extraordinary 
institution in the country: the NHS. If you 
work for us, you’ll do work that matters.



Who are we?
We’re the national information and technology partner to the health and social care system. 

Our technology is transforming the NHS and social care. 

We’re passionate about 
technology and public 

service

Our leaders are visible, 
visionary and prioritise 

wellbeing

We collaborate and 
problem solve across 

boundaries

We embrace change, 
with a rigorous focus on 

excellence

Our high-performing 
teams are diverse and 

inclusive

Our great minds allow us to 
be innovative and forward-

thinking

We take pride in our 
expertise that puts us at the 
forefront of public care



Our mission is to 
harness the power 
of information and 

technology to improve 
health and care.



What we do

We design and build 
digital products and 

systems

We build national IT platforms 
and infrastructure that all parts 

of the NHS need to operate

We collect, curate and 
analyse the huge amount 

of data in the NHS

We are the cyber security 
partner to the healthcare 

sector

We run all these systems, every 
day, to an extraordinary level 

of reliability 



We make a difference,
every day

400 alerts sent every day to 
highlight when children on 

protection plans come into hospitals

The security of our systems
is exceptional 

21m malicious threats a month 
are blocked by NHS Digital Cyber 

Security Operations System

We’re often your first point of 
contact with NHS care

The NHS website, NHS 111, NHS 
111 online, and most 999 centres 
run on our content and algorithms

Nearly all NHS staff rely on our 
services to do their job

1.4m transactions on the Spine, the 
NHS’s secure network, every hour

What we do



Since joining NHS Digital 
I’ve learnt to code in several 
different languages which 
enables me to analyse the 
huge amount of healthcare 
data we collect.

“

“
Tasha, Graduate Trainee



Our early 
careers locations

London

Leeds
We are an organisation of over 3000 people passionate 

about creating digital health and social care services and 

solutions. Our graduates and interns are based across our 

Leeds HQ and Skipton House in London. From 2021, we’ll 

also be expanding our early careers locations into the new 

government digital hub in Leeds.



Graduate
Join us as a

Our NHS Digital Graduate Scheme is a two-year unique 

multidisciplinary programme, teaming you with experts in the 

essential digital health skills and knowledge that drive NHS 

Digital’s mission.

As an NHS Digital graduate, you’ll work on critical projects that 

are shaping the future of health tech and utilising technology and 

data to enable better healthcare for our customers.

We’re looking for people have (or be expecting) a 2:1 

undergraduate degree in computer science or maths (or a closely 

related subject) or a Master’s degree within a relevant field.

Location will be Leeds or London, dependent on assignment.

You’ll rotate through areas including: 

IT Operations

Data Services

Platforms and Infrastructure

Product Development

Cyber Security

Wherever you are, you will be doing something that matters.



Summer Intern
Join us as a

Our Summer Internship will offer you insight into the meaningful 

work we achieve.

You will have the opportunity to experience a variety of core areas 

within NHS Digital. It will be a taste of what‘s to come in our 

Graduate Scheme, but also provides valuable work experience to 

support any future employment endeavours.

We’re looking for people in their penultimate year of study who 

are on track for a 2:1 undergraduate degree in computer science or 

maths (or a closely related subject).

Location will be Leeds or London, dependent on assignment.

The internship will cover a range of disciplines, including:

IT Operations

Data Services

Platforms and Infrastructure

Product Development

Cyber Security

It can also be a fast track route to our Graduate Scheme.



The coronavirus work was 
intense but immensely rewarding. 
Whatever you contribute affects 
people, and you can use that as a 
source of motivation for wanting 
to do better, chase leads and work 
that little bit extra.

“

“
Tosin, Graduate Trainee



Who are we 
looking for?
Above all, we look for people motivated to contribute to 

the meaningful work of the NHS. People who believe in 

the power of technology to improve lives.

To do this, you need a creative and curious mind. You 

need to be able to adapt with constant change, and 

adjust your priorities accordingly. To respond to new 

technologies, you will need to continuously learn and 

challenge your own - and our - expectations.

2:1 degree in Computer Science or Maths (or a closely related field) or a 

Masters within a relative field

Flexible and adaptable in an ever evolving environment 

Pragmatic problem solvers with a curious approach to their work

Passionate about improving the lives of others through data and technology

Ability to work efficiently and effectively in a multidisciplinary team
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Our early 
talent matters
What you’ll get in return:

And...

A competitive salary 

A flexible approach to working 

Annual leave starting at 27 days per annum 

plus bank holidays

An excellent contributory pension scheme

A strong portfolio of experience delivering with multi-

disciplinary agile teams 

Real commitment to personal and professional development 

The chance to be part of a strong early talent community that 

support each other as they progress and develop 

A vibrant, connected and collaborative range of diversity and 

inclusion staff networks



Thinking of 
applying?
Our application process is just three stages. 

Step 1: Apply online Step 2: We’ll be in touch Step 3: Assessment centre

Fill in our application form, 

answer a few questions, and 

submit your CV.

If you look like a good fit, we’ll get 

in touch to talk through your interest 

in the scheme, and what skills and 

experience you can bring.

If you’re what we’re looking for, you’ll 

be invited to an assessment centre. Here 

you’ll do individual and group tasks, 

and meet some of the people from our 

business. After the assessment centre, 

we’ll notify the successful candidates.



Stay in touch

Website: earlycareers.digital.nhs.uk 

Email: nhsdigital@wearewiser.com

Twitter: @nhsdigital

LinkedIn: company/nhs-digital


